ORCHID INN, Ltd.
18218 US HWY 150, Bloomington, IL 61705, USA
Tel/Fax: (309) 662-2386
Web: orchidinnusa.com E-mail: samtsui@orchidinnusa.com

Winter 2018 Flask Listing
All flasks are in 500ml clean hard plastic containers and contain at least 25 seedlings (otherwise noted). We have very good luck in shipping these flasks in flask
without too much jumbling. If you prefer, we can ship the seedlings out of flask, packed in styrofoam containers. We guarantee safe arrivalwhen this method is
used. However, foreign orders must be shipped in flask. Please add $150.00 for Phyto documents.
Our flask discount schedule is: 0-$300 net, $301-500 5%, $501-800 10%, $801-1,200 15%, $1,201-2,000 20%, >$2,000 25%. No discount on NET items.
Shipping and Handling: For the first flask - FedEx 2nd day - $18 ($24 east coast), Priority Mail ($14), each additional flask - $2. These charges are the same for both in
flask or out of flask shipping. For next day shipping, additional charge will be billed at cost. Foreign orders charge at cost.

Item #

Name/Description

Price

Paphiopedilum Species
OIP0237

Paph. haynaldianum x sib ('Red Wine' x 'New World')
Both parents are semi-vini type. We expect some will have a chance to have vini colored dorsal. If you
like this species or you don't have this species, don't miss this! Limited!

$125.00

OIP0262

Paph. rothschildianum x sib ('2nd Dimension' x 'Giant Wings' GM/WOC)
We all know about Giant Wings - from one of the best Japanese breeding. 2nd Dimension first bloomed
with four gigantic flowers with almost 7cm dorsal and 30cm ns. We look for color, size and form! Last
two!

$125.00

OIP0271

Paph. micranthum var. ebureum x sib ('Red Panda' x 'Red Fox')
We finally have some decent germination of this species and allow us to offer a few. Both parents have
good color and form, similar to OIP0270. Net price!

$150.00

OIQ0009

Paph. mastersianum x sib ('Wesley' x 'Jeanie')
This species is getting difficult to find. These two are very easy to grow and bloom. Flowers can last
over three months. There are only 15-20 plants in each flask.

$75.00

OIQ0018

Paph. mastersianum x sib ('Liz' x 'Jeanie')
This species is getting difficult to find. These two are very easy to grow and bloom. Flowers can last
over three months. They grow very fast even in flask. Good price due to more available from the lab!
Reverse of OIP0302.

$125.00

OIQ0019

Paph. concolor x sib ('Full Moon' x 'Perfecto')
Our latest breeding on this species. Full Moon is very round while Perfecto has exceptional wide dorsal
and petals. Reverse of OIQ0051. Great price due to good germination!

OIQ0073

Paph. helenae x sib ('Yellow Angel' x fma. album 'Albino Beauty')
This is the first step of two albino breeding. There will not be any albinal but it will be good for next
generation of breeding stronger and larger albino. Very Limited!

$125.00

OIQ0086

Paph. philippinense fma. album 'Albino Beauty' AM/AOS
Selfing of still one of the best albino form of this species with over 20cm long petals and 7-8 flowers per
stem! Only one available! Net price!

$150.00

OIQ0090

Paph. henryanum x sib ('Heavy Metal' x 'Super Jumbo')
$125.00
A very heavy spotted flower crossed with a huge flower. We just bloomed Super Jumbo with dorsal closed
to 6cm in width and over 2cm wide petals! Last one! Limited!
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OIQ0098

Paph. lowii var. richardianum x sib ('Wide Wings' x 'Purple Wings')
These are the two best from our last generation PAS0301. We expect 4-5 flowers on a very tall stem.
Limited!

$150.00

OIQ0103

Paph. adductum x sib ('Real Thing' x 'Angel')
Sibling cross of a true adductum. Both are easy to grow and bloom. Limited!

$150.00

OIQ0106

Paph. spicerianum x sib ('Fat Boy' x 'Thunder Bird')
Sibling cross of two of our largest flowers of this species. Fat Boy is still one of our best and is a very
good parent. Here we crossed one of the best from it's siblings and crossed it back to Fat Boy. Good
price!

$75.00

OIQ0110

Paph. primulinum var. album 'Gigantic' AM/AOS x self
Selfing of one of our recently awarded, huge flowers! Great price due to good germination!

$75.00

OIQ0116

Paph. javanicum var. floresianum x sib ('Knob' x 'Green Flight')
Sibling cross of this very rare variety of this species. This variety has very intense dark orange to light
brown color on the pelals and dorsal. Photo is available upon request. Reverse of OIQ0115

$100.00

OIQ0119

Paph. randsii 'Tessa' x self
Tessa has first bloomed with 10 flowers and it is from our PAS0322. It is probably the best from this
cross so far. Limited. Net price!

$200.00

OIQ0120

Paph. randsii 'Tessa' x self
Tessa has first bloomed with 10 flowers and it is from our PAS0322. It is probably the best from this
cross so far. Same as OIQ0119 but with a different seed pod. Limited. Net price!

$200.00

OIQ0126

Paph. villosum fma. amnamense x sib ('Chocolate Mosse' x 'Black Mountain')
Sibling cross of two very large and dark dorsal of this amnamense form of this species with almost 6cm
dorsal.

$100.00

OIQ0132

Paph. adductum var. anitum 'Miguel' x self
A self of a first bloom with three very dark and large flowers! Very difficult to have good germination.
We are lucky to have a few to release. Photo of Miguel is available! Very Limited! Net price!

$275.00

OIQ0142

Paph. adductum 'Golden Boy' x self
A true adductum and also one of our best that is easy to grow and bloom. This species is getting hard to
find. Net price!

$150.00

OIQ0143

Paph. hirsutissimum var. esquirolei fma. alba x sib ('Albino Beauty' x 'Green Delight')
We finally have some decent germination of this albino form of this species. Great price!

$125.00

OIQ0146

Paph. hainanense x sib ('Silver Wings' x 'Purple Wings')
We selected the best color and wide petals for this siblings cross. Reverse of OIQ0145.
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OIQ0151

Paph. spicerianum x sib ('Thunder Bird' x 'Fat Boy')
Sibling cross of two of our largest flowers of this species. Fat Boy is still one of our best and is a very
good parent. Here we crossed one of the best from it's siblings and crossed it back to Fat Boy. Good
price!

OIQ0157

Paph. delenatii x sib ('Double Double' x 'Full Moon')
Our third genenation breeding for large and round flowers with double flowers per stem.

$100.00

OIQ0162

Paph. lawrenceanum var. hyeanum 'Albino Beauty' x self
We self one of the best from our first generation of this album form of this species. This is better than
the one we have awarded AM a few years ago!

$150.00

OIQ0169

Paph. praestans x 'Gigantic' x self
Selfing of one of our largest praestan with four huge flowers. Limited!

$150.00

OIQ0176

Paph. amabile 'Pink Wings' x self
Selfing of this very nice color of this species. Great price due to good germination!

$75.00

OIQ0177

Paph. amabile x sib ('Pink Wings' x 'Royal AMA')
Sibling cross of two selected clones of this species.

$75.00

OIQ0179

Paph. delenatii fma. vini (dunkle) x sib ('Purple Angel' x 'Purple Delight' AM/AOS)
Sibling cross of two selected clones of this species. The plants in flask have already showing purple color
at this early stage!

$125.00

OIQ0181

Paph. callosum x sib ('Semi-vini' x 'Flat Dorsal')
Flat dorsal has over 7cm dorsal and Semi-vini is also very large with 6.5cm dorsal. Hope for the best!

$125.00

OIQ0182

Paph. callosum 'Flat Dorsal' x self
Selfing of our best of our last generation. Flat dorsal has over 7cm dorsal.

$125.00

OIQ0184

Paph. thaianum x sib ('Double Delight' x 'Mini White Angel')
Sibling cross of two selected clones of this species. Expect to have some very round flowers with good
substance!

$125.00

OIQ0185

Paph. callosum 'Jac' (syn. viniferum) AM/AOS x self
A self of this historic plant which is the orginator of all the vini color form of the callosum. Limited!

$125.00

OIQ0187

Paph. breamii 'New Wave' x self
Selfing of this miniature form of tonsum. New Wave has very nice form color.

$100.00
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OIQ0201

Paph. superbiens x sib ('Semi-albino' x 'Semi-albino')
Both seedlings are from a flask we bought from Taiwan and supposed to have 25% albino form.
Unfortunately they are all color. We hope a sibling cross will produce some albino!

OIQ0204

Paph. praestans x sib ('Jeanie's Choice' x 'Gigantic')
Jeanie's Choice has bloomed with five huge and very good color flowers with 3.6cm dorsal. Gigantic also
has four huge flowers. Limited!

$125.00

OIQ0205

Paph. fairrieanum x sib ('Fat Boy' x 'New Dimension')
Can be some of the best and largest fairrieanum. Expect flowers with dorsal over 6cm. Both parents are
selected from OZ. Because of the background, expect to have some very dark red, album and in between,
Limited, Net price!

$200.00

OIR0003

Paph. superbiens x sib ('Half & half' x 'Semi-albino')
Both seedlings are from a flask we bought from Taiwan and supposed to have 25% albino form.
Unfortunately they are all color. We hope a sibling cross will produce some albino!

OIR0007

Paph. stonei x sib ('Tessa' x 'Red Pouch')
Tessa is one of the best from our last generation. Here crossed with a very good color Red Pouch. Here
is the best we have never made!

$125.00

OIR0015

Paph. hookerae x sib ('2nd Dimension' x 'Sam's Choice')
We only name Sam's Choice if it is a FCC quality. 2nd Dimension is huge. These are the best two we
have from over 50 in bloom two years ago! These should be dynamic! Net price!

$150.00

OIR0016

Paph. bellatulum x sib ('Perfecto' x 'Super Clone')
Sibling cross of two of my best bellatulum! Perfecto is very round and has very good spots. It last
bloomed with three flowers. Super Clone has the size and spots. Good price due to good germination!

$150.00

OIR0017

Paph. bellatulum x sib ('Super Clone' x 'Perfecto')
Sibling cross of two of my best bellatulum! Perfecto is very round and has very good spots. It last
bloomed with three flowers. Super Clone has the size and spots. Good price due to good germination!
Reverse of OIR0016.

$150.00

OIR0019

Paph. concolor fma. alba x sib ('Yellow Brick Road' x 'Charlie's Angel')
Sibling cross of this albino form of this species. We expect very round creamy yellow flowers. Limited!
Net price!

$175.00

OIR0020

Paph. dianthum 'Five Amigos' HCC/AOS x self
Five Amigos has first bloomed with five flowers which is very rare! Limited!

$150.00

OIR0021

Paph. rothschildianum x sib ('Gigantic Delight' x 'Night Wish' SSM/JOGA)
Gigantic Delight has first bloomed with four large flowers with 6.4cm dorsal and almost 2cm petal width.
Night Wish has very dark color and perfect form. It was awarded just short of GM. Limited!

$150.00

OIR0027

Paph. dayanum 'Little Giant' x self
Compact plant with very strong and tall stem.

$100.00
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OIR0028

Paph. dayanum x sib ('Wide Wings' x 'Little Giant')
We hope for the best from this species! Expect strong and tall stem.

$100.00

OIR0031

Paph. supardii x sib ('Golden Boy' x 'Tap Dancer')
This is also getting hard to find of the multifloral species. Both flowers first bloomed with five flowers.

$100.00

OIR0035

Paph. bellatulum x sib ('New Zone' x 'Perfecto')
Sibling cross of two of very best bellatulum! Perfecto is very round and has very good spots. It last
bloomed with three flowers. New Zone is selected from OZ with good spots too!

$125.00

OIR0036

Paph. concolor x sib ('Dark Star' x 'Full Moon')
A very dark con-color crossed with very round flowers of Full Moon. Hope for the best. Also available
in reverse cross as OIR0037.

$100.00

OIR0037

Paph. concolor x sib ('Full Moon' x 'Dark Star')
A very dark con-color crossed with very round flowers of Full Moon. Hope for the best. Also available
in reverse cross as OIR0036.

$100.00

OIR0044

Paph. adductum x sib ('Super Dark' x 'Humongous')
A very dark color true adductum crossed with a very large flowers of this species. If you looking for a
true adductum. This is one you want!

$175.00

OIR0046

Paph. fairrieanum x sib ('Fairly Tale' x 'Gigantic Jr.')
Both parents have albino background! We will expect 25% dark color, 50% aureum type and 25%
albino. Limited!

$150.00

OIR0047

Paph. fairrieanum x sib ('Gigantic Jr.' x 'Russ's Red')
Here we crossed a very large flower with a very good red color. We hope for the best.

$150.00

OIR0048

Paph. tigrianum 'Proud Bengal' AM/AOS x self
One of the best of this species! We finally have some germination of the species. Limited! Net Price!

$200.00

OIR0065

Paph. tranlieanum x sib ('New Wings' x 'New World' CBR/AOS)
A selfing of this relatively new species.

$75.00

OIR0068

Paph. villosum fma. amnamense 'Chocolate Mosse' x self
Selfing of a very large and dark dorsal of this amnamense form of this species with almost 6cm dorsal.
Good price due to good germination!

$75.00

OIR0071

Paph. tranlieanum 'New World' CBR/AOS x self
A selfing of this relatively new species.

$75.00
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OIR0076

Paph. philippinense var. palawanense fma. album 'Tindy Babushka' x self
Selfing of this very rare minature albino form of this species. Long narrow leaves with almost horizontal
petals. Limited!

$175.00

OIR0077

Paph. sukhakulii fma. album x sib ('Hilo Green Dragon' FCC/AOS x 'Green River' FCC/AOS)
Sibling cross of two latest FCC! This is possibably the best album form of this species your can expect.
Only two will be release! Net price.

$350.00

OIR0078

Paph. kolopakingii f. katheriae (album) 'Green Rainbow' x self
This is a selfing of one of the best from our first generation of this albino form species. Green Rainbow
first bloomed with 8 flowers. It can potentially bloom up to 14 flowers! It is still relatively rare! Net
price!

$225.00

OIR0108

Paph. venustum x sib ('Gigantic' x 'Wide Dorsal')
Both are selected from the selfing of Fox Catcher FCC. We hope for the good size and flat dorsal.

$100.00

OIR0109

Paph. venustum x sib ('Frog Prince' x 'Gigantic')
Both are selected from the selfing of Fox Catcher FCC. We hope for the best size and spots.

$100.00

OIR0110

Paph. breamii 'Goodie and Mighty' x self
This is a miniature form of the tonsum. It is getting difficult to find.

$125.00

OIR0115

Paph. rothschildianum x sib ('Red King' x 'Humongous')
Sibling cross of two of the best from Red Baron x Wide Horizon. Both parents have over 2.2cm petal
and 7cm dorsal, Red King has first bloomed with 26cm NS while Humongous has 30cm NS.

$175.00

OIR0127

Paph. venustum x sib ('Huge spots' x 'Fox Catcher Junior')
Both are bred from Fox Catcher FCC. Huge Spots is selected from the second generation for the size and
color of the spots, while FC Junior is one of the best from first generation.

$100.00

OIR0134

Paph. appletonianum 'Zeon' x self
This is one of the best color appletonianum I have seem. Limited!

$125.00

OIR0135

Paph. rothschildianum x sib ('Divine Form' x 'Humongous')
Devine Form has first bloomed with 4 flowers with excellent form, 6.8cm dorsal. 2.0cm petal and 26cm
NS. Humongous has first bloomed with 7cm dorsal, 2.1cm petal and 30cm NS!

$175.00

OIR0147

Paph. rothschildianum x sib ('King Kong' x 'Sandy')
King Kong has first bloomed with six exceptional dark color with in form. It has over 7cm dorsal and
over 2cm petal. Sandy is bred from 'Tarantula' GM, has exceptional color and form. Expect great size,
color and form.

$175.00

OIR0148

Paph. rothschildianum x sib ('King Kong' x 'Humongous')
Sibling cross of our two darkest and largest of this species! King Kong has first bloomed with 6 flowers
with 7.2cm dorsal. 2.3cm petal and 29cm NS. Humongous has first bloomed with 7cm dorsal, 2.1cm
petal and 30cm NS!

$225.00
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OIR0153

Paph. tonsum fma. album 'Invisible Man' x self
Invisible Man is bred from the second generation of the color with albino form. We expect this
generation will be must easy to grow and flower!

$175.00

OIR0157

Paph. philippinense fma. album x sib ('Tiny Mighty' x 'Albino Beauty' AM/AOS)
Tiny Mighty bred from our very compact 'Jeanie' with 10cm leaf span. Our attempt to produce very
compact plants with long petals flowers.

$150.00

OIR0167

Paph. liemianum x sib ('Perfect Circle' x 'Heavy Metal')
$125.00
One of the best we have and crossed with the best we have bloomed so far from the Japanese SM breeding
PAS0596. We expect the best!

OIR0170

Paph. volonteanum 'Amethyst Dragon' x self
A selfing of one of our best. Dark purple color flower with over 8cm ns and 3cm dorsal.

$175.00

OISV7134

Paph. hirsutissimum fma album x sib
This is made by our friend Fred Clarke of Sunset Valley Orchids! We expect good size albino form
flowers.

$125.00

OIZ440

Paph. henryanum fma. album 'Ghost Leopard' CHM/AOS x self
A selfing of a very rare albino form of this species henryanum. Only three are available! Net price!

$350.00

Brachypetalum Hybrids
OIQ0021

Paph. niveum 'White Angel' x thaianum 'Perfect Snow Ball'
Again both parents are very round with heavy substance.

$75.00

Parvisepalum Hybrids
OIP0216

Paph. Magic Lantern (micranthum 'Red Dragon' x delenatii fma vini (dunkle) 'Purple
Delight' AM/AOS)
Remade of Magic Lantern with dark red micanthum and very dark vini color delenatii. We have
bloomed some very dark pink of similar cross from our PAP0332 and they are awardable. Very limited!
Net Price!

$175.00

OIQ0127

Paph. Fumi's Delight 'Rainbow' x vietnamense 'Purple Wide Petals'
A colorful Fumi's Delight crossed with a very good purple color vietnamense. Hope for large and round
flowers with a wide range of color! Net price!

$125.00

OIQ0128

Paph. Lola Bird 'Cotton Candy' x rothschildianum 'Red Horizon'
We look for flowers similar to Gloria Naugle but much larger flowers.

$150.00

OIQ0171

Paph. Liberty Taiwan 'Red Lantern' x (Muriel Consatance x Mem. Hirohisa Kawai) 'Red
Sunset'
'Red Sunset' is a complex Brachy. It is very round with red fine spots. Here we crossed with a very hard
to find and good color Liberty Taiwan. We are lucky to have germination. Limited and net price!

$200.00

sanderianum Hybrids
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OIQ0160

Paph. Angel Hair 'Sam's Choice' FCC/AOS x Hiase Royal Duck 'Lovely Vision' AM/AOS
One of the best Angel Hair crossed with one of the best Hiase Royal Duck which is Bel Royal x anitum.
We hope for some very dark color and huge Angel Hair. Only two will be released. Net price!

$200.00

OIR0087

Paph. Orchid Joe's Curly Q 'Jeanie's Choice' AM/CCM/AOS x Richard Takafuji 'Perfecto'
Orchid Joe's Curly Q is Spiderman (Michael Koopowitz x sanderianum) x philippinense. Perfecto is
Hsinying Lady Duck x rothschildianum. This consists of five of the best Paph multifloral species. Good
expectation!

$125.00

OIR0088

Paph. Orchid Joe's Curly Q 'Jeanie's Choice' AM/CCM/AOS x rothschildianum 'Humongous'
Orchid Joe's Curly Q is Spiderman (Michael Koopowitz x sanderianum) x philippinense. Crossed with a
giant rothschildianum to produce some large flowers with exceptional long petals.

$150.00

OIR0125

Paph. Kemp Tower 'Naked Pig Tails' x rothschildianum x 'King Hong')
Kemp Tower is PEOY x philippinense. It has first bloomed with four very large dark flowers with dark
burgundy long petals. Here we crossed with one of our largest and dark rothschildianum. Limited!

$175.00

OIR0159

Paph. Mem. Joan Levy 'Exotic Dancer' x sanderianum 'Red Pouch'
Mem. Joan Levy is stonei x gigantifolium. It has first bloomed with five huge flowers with very wide
dorsal. Red Pouch has bloomed with 101cm petals. We expect large flowers with extremely long and
spiral petals.

$150.00

OIZ443

Paph. Mrs. Reginald Young (sanderianum 'Dr. John Doherty' AM/AOS x lowii var. album
'Goldrush')
This expects to have some long and spiral petaled flowers. This is the 1st step of the two steps albinal
breeding for albinal. Hence no album will be expect but it is good for breeding. Limited! Net price!

$125.00

OIZ444

Paph. Michael Koopowitz 'Zephyrus Best' x lowii var. album 'Goldrush'
We look for some long wide petals similar to Sceaming Eagle. This is a two steps albino breeding and
hence no album. But good for future breeding! Only a few to release! Net price!

$150.00

Multifloral Hybrids
OIQ0081

Paph. Burning Phil fma. album (Berenice fma. album 'Albino Beauty' x philippinense fma.
album 'Green Apple' AM/AOS)
Both parents are true albino. We expect the offspring will be albino!

$125.00

OIQ0099

Paph. Burning Phil fma. album (Berenice fma. album 'Albino Beauty' x philippinense fma.
album 'Albino Beauty' AM/AOS)
Both parents are true albino. We expect the offspring will be albino! Also available as OIQ0101.

$125.00

OIQ0101

Paph. Burning Phil fma. album (Berenice fma. album 'Albino Beauty' x philippinense fma.
album 'Albino Beauty' AM/AOS)
Both parents are true albino. We expect the offspring will be albino! Also available as OIQ0101.

$125.00

OIQ0202

Paph. Gary Romagan (Saint Swithin 'Lucky Pick' x rothschildianum 'Night Wish'
Lucky Pick has bloomed with seven gigantic flowers. Here we crossed with a very dark color and good
SSM/JOGA)
form Night Wish which was awarded just short of GM.

$125.00
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OIR00073

Paph. Addicted Phillip 'Wise Old Tarantula' x rothschildianum 'Humongous'
Addicted Phillip is anitum x philippinense. Wise Old Tarantula is as good as our AM clone. Humongous
has first bloomed with 7cm dorsal, 2.1cm petal and 30cm NS! We hope for some very large JB with long
petals!

$150.00

OIR0062

Paph. Yang-ji Diamond 'Pentarch' x rothschildianum 'Humongous'
Yang-ji Diamond is PEOY x anitum. Pentarch is huge with 6cm dorsal and 2cm petals. Humongous has
first bloomed with 7cm dorsal, 2.1cm petal and 30cm NS! It is my dream to make this cross!

$225.00

OIR0082

Paph. Saint Swithin (philippinense 'Seven Samurai' x rothschildianum 'King Kong')
Remade of Saint Swithin with seven flowers with exceptional long petals philippinense and extremely
large rothschildianum. Good price due to good germination.

$125.00

OIR0092

Paph. Julius (lowii 'big hug' x rothschildianum 'King Kong')
Try to remake the one of the most beautiful and show stopper lowii primary hybrid. Flowers can exceed
25cm NS with up to 7 flowers per stem. Limited!

$125.00

OIR0098

Paph. Houghtoniae (haynaldianum 'Hundred Eyes' x rothschildianum 'Humongous')
Remade of Houghtoniae with the best possible color of the Purple Dorsal and largest size of Humongous!

$100.00

OIR0100

Paph. Houghtoniae (haynaldianum 'Purple Dorsal' x rothschildianum 'King Kong')
Remade of Houghtoniae with the best possible color of the Purple Dorsal and largest size of King Kong.

$100.00

OIR0103

Paph. Addicted Phillip 'Dark Warrior' x rothschildianum 'Humongous'
Addicted Phillip is anitum x philippinense. Dark Warrior is as good as our AM clone. Humongous has
first bloomed with 7cm dorsal, 2.1cm petal and 30cm NS! We hope for some very large JB with long
petals!

$150.00

OIR0120

Paph. Randy Booth (Lady Isabel 'Gigantic' x randsii 'Jupiter')
Gigantic has 5 gigantic flowers with over 6cm dorsal and 1.5cm petal width. Jupitor has first bloomed
with 7 flowers, it is from our PAS0322, same sibling cross of the 'Tessa' with 9 flowers. Also available as
OIR0121.

$125.00

OIR0121

Paph. Randy Booth (Lady Isabel 'Gigantic' x randsii 'Jupiter')
Gigantic has 5 gigantic flowers with over 6cm dorsal and 1.5cm petal width. Jupitor has first bloomed
with 7 flowers, it is from our PAS0322, same sibling cross of the 'Tessa' with 9 flowers. Also available as
OIR0120.

$125.00

OIR0136

Paph. Lady Rothschild (rothschildianum 'Red King' x Lady Isabel 'Gigantic')
Gigantic is one of our largest Lady Isabel. Here we crossed with one of best color and size Red King with
exceptional wide petals (2.2cm) that we bloomed 2016. Hope for the best color and size Lady
Rothschild!

$125.00

OIR0149

Paph. Lady Isabel (stonei 'Wide Wings' x rothschildianum 'King Kong')
Wide Wings is one of our largest stonei. King Kong has first bloomed with six exceptional dark color
with good form. It has over 7cm wide dorsal and over 2cm petal width. The best Lady Isabel you can
expect. Limited!

$125.00

OIR0152

Paph. Hsinying Anita (Lady Isabel 'Gigantic' x anitum 'Madelyn')
Remade with a huge Lady Isabel and a very dark anitum.

$125.00
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Novelty Hybrids
OIR0070

Paph. Katrina 'New Wave' x self
Selfing of one of the best we have bloomed so far....even better than awarded one! Both parents of
Katrina (Willowspring x charlesworthii alba) are album form. This is the final step of albino breeding.
Expect 25% album!

$100.00

OISV7136

Paph. Macabre 'Mother Mary' x venustum 'SVO' AM/AOS
This will be a very surprise cross! We hope for wide flat petal with dark orange to brown veined pouch!
Limited!

$125.00

Complex Hybrids
OIKP244

Paph. Dolls Kobold 'Pink Dorsal' x Baby Boo Boo 'Green Dorsal Pink Pouch'
We are lucky to have a few extra flasks of the mini complex available from Harold Koopowitz. These
will bloom in a 5-7cm pot with multiple flower stems. limited! Net price.

$125.00

OIQ0006

Paph. Arafura Sea 'Red Sea' x (Morgana Spots x Mingo) 'Bright Spots'
Large flowers with large spots dorsal and possibly spotted petals.

$100.00

OIQ0012

Paph. Spotted Smile 'Sweet Smile' x (Morgana Spots x Mingo) 'Bright Spots'
Large flowers with large spots.

$100.00

OIQ0034

Paph. Joker 'Poker Face' x Velvet Smile 'Happy Smile' AM/AOS
Poker Face has large flower with huge spots. Here we crossed with another large spots Happy Smile.
Limited!

$125.00

OIQ0174

Paph. (Mem. Heinrich Duerbusch 'Huge Spots' x (Morgana Spots x Mingo) 'Bright Spots'
We look for some huge dark spots! Limited!

$125.00

OIR0009

Paph. Rivendell 'White Castle' x Sorcerer's Stone 'Wizard'
Rivendell is Elfstone Stone x Ice Castle. White castle is very round and good size. Here we crossed with
one of the best and largest Sorcerer's Stone from the OZ. We hope for some huge white flowers! Net
price!

$250.00

OIR0029

Paph. Millennium 'Year of Lamb' x Diabolo's Signature 'Jumbo Spots'
A proof good breeding of huge spots with another large spots. If you like huge flowers with large dark
bold spots, this is the one you must have. Limited! Net price!

$175.00

Phragmipedium Species
OIR0038

Phrag. longifolium fma album 'Albino Beauty' CHM/AOS x self
This is the first AOS award to this albinistic form of this species. Only two are avaibable! Net price!

$300.00

OIR0043

Phrag. caudatum var. sanderae x sib ('Slippery Slope' x 'Green Lighting')
This is getting hard to find of this almost albino form of this species.

$125.00
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OIR0150

Phrag. xerophyticum 'Oaxaca' CBR/AOS x self
We finally have some good germination of this hard to find species from Mexico. Plants will be small in
flask, but they are easy to grow out of flask. Limited! Net price!

$200.00

OIZ419

Phrag. kovachii 'Warbird' x self
Second seed pod and it is exactly the same as of OIZ408. We are now using an improved media and the
plants are looking much better! It contains roughly 15 plants. Warbird has the size and color. Limited!
Net price

$175.00

Phragmipedium
OIZ458

Phrag. Fritz Schomburg 'Zephyrus Best' x kovachii 'Warbird'
Here we crossed FS back to one of it's parents kovachii to improve the color and size of the flowers.
Limited! Net price!

$225.00

OIZ466

Phrag. Fritz Schomburg (kovachii 'Warbird' x besseae flavum 'OZ Select')
Remade of Fritz Schomburg with flavum besseae. Color can be vary from light pink to dark red. These
flasks may need to hand carry depending how fast they grow in the next 2 months. Only 3 available! Net
price!

$175.00

Other Species
OIP0230

Catt. coccinea 4N x sib ('Orange Sunset' x 'Orange Bowl')
Formally Sophronitis coccinea. Both parents are selected from Tokyo Orchid Nursery for the size, form
and color. Look for 7cm round bright orange red flowers. Reverse of OIP0231. Small plants but ready
to deflask.
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$100.00

